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“Communication is a process whereby 
information is enclosed in a package and is information is enclosed in a package and is 
channeled and imparted by a sender to a 
receiver via some medium. The receiver then 
decodes the message and gives the sender a 
feedback  All forms of communication require a feedback. All forms of communication require a 
sender, a message, and an intended recipient, 
however the receiver need not be present or 
aware of the sender's intent to communicate at 
the time of communication in order for the act t e t e o co u cat o o de o t e act
of communication to occur. Communication 
requires that all parties have an area of 
communicative commonality. There are auditory
means, such as speech, song, and tone of 
voice, and there are nonverbal means, such as 
body language, sign language, paralanguage, 
touch, eye contact, through media, i.e., pictures, 
graphics and sound, and writing.”  Definition 
f  Wik di

DEFINITION

from Wikepedia



CAMPUS COMMUNICATIONCAMPUS COMMUNICATION

 When should communication occur?
Has something occurred that may change the way 

data is processed?
Has a change come down from the Board of 

Regents?
H  thi  h d   th t ill  Has something changed on campus, that will cause 
something to have to change in the offices 
Academic or Administration?Academic or Administration?

 Is something changing at another campus that may 
affect your campus?



CAMPUS COMMUNICATIONCAMPUS COMMUNICATION

 Why should communication occur? Why should communication occur?
 Changes may affect more than your office, even though 

it is directly affected by the change.
 When a project occurs that may affect more than one 

office on campus, the other areas need to be told.

 Who should be included in the communication?
 Easy, any area or group of people that may be affected 

by the change.



CAMPUS COMMUNICATIONCAMPUS COMMUNICATION

 What should be communicated? What should be communicated?
 The change or what is being changed
How that change affects each areaHow that change affects each area
What may need to be implemented to help the 

change occurchange occur



 Note: At this point a small 5 minute “game”  Note: At this point a small 5 minute game  
occurred where a plate with 2 marshmellows
and 2 tooth picks on 3 tables each side of and 2 tooth picks on 3 tables each side of 
room. And each side of the room had to create 
a cube using them. This was to emphasize a cube using them. This was to emphasize 
working together.



 How should it be communicated? How should it be communicated?
 Email information
 Create a web site containing information Create a web site containing information
 Call the other offices who need to know
 Text a person who may need to know Text a person who may need to know
 Set up a Wimba sessions with offices on campus



CAMPUS COMMUNICATIONCAMPUS COMMUNICATION

 Why is it such a “Big Deal” Why is it such a Big Deal
 Too many times lately, new processes or changes are 

not fully completed because all offices involved do not 
understand them

 Too many times people do not understand why the 
h    i  i t t t  th  h l  change or process is important to the whole 

campus/area
 Implementation in a timely manner will not happen   Implementation in a timely manner will not happen, 

then “bad feelings”, “anger”, “the blame game”, occur.
 New change fails on campusg p



WHAT ABOUT CONTROLWHAT ABOUT CONTROL

 Some areas need to control what happens with  Some areas need to control what happens with 
the change for reporting purposes, affects on 
the office,landwhat happens on campus.the office,landwhat happens on campus.

 Sometimes the change does not seem to be 
your problem  so why get involvedyour problem, so why get involved.

 Something to remember, these days most 
h g   ll d t t  t  f  changes cause all departments to face 

problems.



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

 Without communication between offices and  Without communication between offices and 
individuals nothing is completed.  Parts of the 
change may occur, but never completed.change may occur, but never completed.


